This paper describes a numerical technique to estimate water depths from remotely sensed water wave characteristics. Two depth inversion models have been developed based on both linear and nonlinear dispersion relations. A simplified technique to get wave height distribution from remotely sensed water surface elevations is presented. Synthetic input data are generated using a refractiondiffraction numerical model. In intermediate water depths, there is good agreement between actual and estimated depths (relative errors are of order 10%). It is shown that depth inversion using linear dispersion relation overestimates water depth near shoreline. The nonlinear model is seen to improve the inverted depth by 10% and could retrieve two-dimensional depth profile.
Introduction
As water waves propagate from deep water to shoreline they undergo strong transformation due to shoaling, refraction, diffraction, reflection, bottom friction, breaking, and others. Most of these phenomena are caused by the bottom bathymetry acting on waves. So it is very important to have an accurate knowledge of the sea bottom topography, particularly in the nearshore area. As bottom topography is continuously evolving over time, it is desirable to have methods for continuous monitoring of these changes.
Early techniques used heavy weight lowered over a ship's side. This technique measures the depth only a single point at a time, and so it has been costly and labor intensive. Nowadays bathymetric measurements come from GPS devices and echosounders mounted beneath or over the side of a boat. These recent methods are also inefficient in terms of time and money in case of surveying large distance on regular bases. Only a relatively small area can be typically surveyed because of the laborious, time-consuming process associated with these practices.
Due high cost associated with traditional methods, there was a need to develop lowcost techniques. One approach is solving the inverse problem, that is, using the remotely sensed surface gravity wave behavior to extract water depths. The theoretical relation between bottom topography and the surface wave characteristics was first modeled mathematically using linear wave theory (e.g., [1] ). This relationship is given by the linear wave theory dispersion relation.
In the last decade, some depth inversion techniques have been developed based on remotely sensed measurements of surface elevations and wave number distribution. Most methods still use the linear dispersion relationship to carry out depth inversion. For shallow enough water, nonlinear effects and their influence on wave characteristics cannot be neglected.
Grilli et al. [2] use nonlinear dispersion relation to predict the bottom topography for cases of monochromatic wave propagating over a depth varying in one direction only. They use wave phase and wave height distribution as input to their model.
Leu et al. [3] uses linear dispersion relation to predict the bottom topography in a study area of gentle slope.
Misra et. al. [4] developed one-dimensional algorithm to estimate water depths from synthetic two time-lagged 1D profiles of the surface elevation or velocities using one-dimensional linear shallow-water wave equations and one-dimensional form of the Bossinesqu equations.
Leu and Chang [5] calculated the spatial distribution of wave number spectra using two images from the French 2 ISRN Oceanography satellite (SPOT). Then assuming that the frequency of wave does not change and the general dispersion relation between the water depth and the wavelength holds during the wave propagation, they determined the coastal water depths from the spatial variation of the wave spectra. Their method was limited to determining bottom topography over coastal zones where water depths are less than about 12 m.
Catalan [6] performed experimental work along flume with fixed bathymetric profile containing a single bar. Hybrid data set was collected consisting of remotely sensed wave data combined with model-generated wave amplitude profiles. They use nonlinear dispersion relation to retrieve the onedimensional depth profile where the barred portion of the bathymetry was not recovered.
Kennedy et al. [7] presented a technique to reconstruct bathymetry using two snapshots of water surface elevation and velocities as input data. The first snapshot is used to initialize the Boussinesq model to compute wave elevation over a suggested uniform slope bathymetry. The bathymetry is iterated until the best fit is reached with the second snapshot. The difference between computed and measured phase speeds is used as base for updating bathymetry at each iteration.
Flampouris et al. [8] used multibeam echo-sounder data to validate depth inversion using different shallow wave theories.
Yoo et al. [9] compute the bathymetry in and near the surf zone, from spatially varying celerity and breakpoint location data. They used oblique digital video as the initial data source and showed that water depths can be computed within 15% normalized error.
In this paper, two numerical depth inversion models based on both linear and nonlinear dispersion relations are presented. The proposed models could retrieve two-dimensional depth profiles. Comparison between accuracy of both models in different depth regions is presented. Also the validity ranges of both models are clarified. A simplified technique for processing the two snapshots of remotely sensed surface elevation to get the wave amplitude distributions is presented.
Mathematical Formulation
As waves propagate onshore, their wave numbers and wave heights change with water depths in the coastal zone. Many forms of dispersion relations that govern the relation between local water depth and wave characteristics were derived. Therefore the two-dimensional distribution of wave characteristics may be used to derive the water depth. Many of previous researches used the linear dispersion relationship to carry out depth inversion. The linear dispersion relation takes the form
where is the local phase speed, is the wave number, 0 = √ is the deep-water phase speed, and ℎ is the local water depth.
It also takes the form
where is the wave angular frequency. But for mildly sloping beaches, shallow water regions, and/or finite wave amplitude, nonlinear effects cannot be neglected. Some researchers proposed empirical dispersion relation which models amplitude dispersion in shallow water, for example, Booij [10] and Hedges [11] . Others derived nonlinear dispersion relations which are valid in intermediate and deep-water regions.
Kirby and Dalrymple [12] proposed an approximate composite dispersion relation. This dispersion relation is an empirical combination of different nonlinear theories dependent upon the relative water depth. The Hedges [11] approximation has been used to model nonlinear effects in shallow water while a third-order Stokes theory was used in intermediate and deep water. The asymptotic behavior of the two takes the following form:
For small-amplitude water wave (3) leads to the well-known linear dispersion relation (1).
Linear Inversion
Algorithms. Two depth inversion models based on both linear and nonlinear dispersion relations are presented in this section. In both models I consider that the only unknown is the depth in the study area and all the required wave characteristics will be measured remotely.
As the water wave propagates from deep water to shallow water its wave period does not change. Then the linear dispersion relation equation (2) can be solved explicitly in terms of measured wave number ( ) and the constant angular frequency = 2 / to calculate the local depth (ℎ):
2.2. Nonlinear Inversion Algorithms. As nonlinearity cannot be neglected in practical cases, the nonlinear dispersion relation is used. Equations (3)-(6) cannot be solved explicitly to get the predicted depth. Assuming that the spatial distributions of wave number ( , ) and wave height ( , ) are remotely sensed, the following algorithm is proposed to solve (3)-(6) implicitly for the predicted depth ℎ( , ).
(1) Calculate the wave period from the deep-water wave number 0 .
In deep water ℎ > ; hence substitute in (2)
(2) Calculate first guess for the depth distribution ℎ 1 ( , ) using the linear model:
(3) Solve the nonlinear dispersion relation, (3)-(6), at each point in the domain using the Newton Raphson method and the initial guess for ℎ 1 ( , ):
where iteration number,
(4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 until a sufficiently accurate value is reached.
Processing Remotely Sensed Data.
Remotely sensed measurements of water surface elevations at two or more time intervals are processed to get wave height distribution and wave period as follows. For two dimensional progressive water wave, consider two snapshots of surface elevation 0 and 1 at two time intervals = 0 and = 1 ( 1 ≪ wave period), 0 = ( , , 0) = 2 cos ( ) ,
where = ( , ) = wave height distribution, = ( , ) = phase function distribution, and = (2 / ) = angular frequency.
Hence,
where 1 = cos( 1 ) and 2 = sin( 1 ). Hence,
Models Validation and Domains of Applicability
Depth inversion models presented in the previous section need the spatial distributions for wave number and wave height as input. Due to unavailability of actual field data, the inversion models were tested for different bathymetries using synthetic field data generated by numerical modeling.
There are many models that can provide the required spatial distribution of wave number and wave amplitude. I use here REF/DIF model [13] which is one of the most famous models in this area and freely available.
To validate the linear and nonlinear depth inversion models, I examine the bathymetry of the large-scale laboratory experiment that was performed in the Long Wave Flume (LWF) at Oregon's O. H. Hinsdale Wave Research Laboratory [14] .
The basin is 104 m long, 3.7 m wide, and 4.6 m deep with a programmable flap-type wave maker equipped with active wave. The bottom of the flume was configured into a piecewise continuous, barred profile designed to approximate the bar geometry of an observed field beach profile at a 1 : 3 reduction in scale and is shown in Figure 1 .
Three synthetic data sets (D1, D2, and D3) were generated from progressive monochromatic wave with wave period = 4 sec and deep-water wave heights 0 (m) are taken to be 0.5 m, 0.75 m, and 1 m, respectively. All the three data sets were generated by running on REF/DIF model on LWF bathymetry. These data sets were used in six case studies L1, L2, and L3 are for the linear model while NL1, NL2, and NL3 are for the nonlinear model.
In order to quantify the agreement between the estimated depth ℎ est ( ) and the actual depth ℎ ( ) the percentage relative error ℎ ( ) can be defined as
Also the root mean square error ℎ is calculated for the entire domain as
where is total number of points in the study domain and is the spatial index.
ℎ is the relative error at location computed as in (15 
Linear Model
Results. The estimated depths for the linear model test cases are compared with the actual depth in Figure 2 . It is shown that the linear model gives good predictions in intermediate water depths. In shallow-water region the estimated depths for the three test cases are overpredicted. It is shown also that the model could not predict the depth correctly in deep water as the wave characteristics become less sensitive to the bottom topography. Figure 3 shows the percentage relative error for the three case studies. The root mean square errors are 18%, 21.6%, and 26.8% for case studies L1, L2, and L3, respectively. It is shown that error increased when wave heights increased as nonlinear effects could not be neglected. Figure 4 shows a comparison between actual depth and estimated depths for the nonlinear model test cases NL1, NL2, and NL3. Figure 5 mean square errors are 8%, 10.5%, and 12.2% for case studies NL1, NL2, and NL3, respectively.
Nonlinear Model Results.
Comparing results of both linear and nonlinear models, it can be shown that the nonlinear model gives more accurate results than the linear model in the region over and at the lee side of the bar and also in shallow water. The RMS errors reduced from O (20%) in case of linear model to O (10%) in case of using nonlinear model. The nonlinear model could not also correctly predict depths in deep-water region. The error in estimating the depth in the region over and at the lee side of the bar may be due to change in wave height by wave reflection. 
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In this case study, the ability and accuracy of depth inversion technique in case of wave transformation due to refraction, diffraction, and shoaling are checked. As in the first case the input data was generated using an REF/DIF wave transformation model. Deep-water wave height ( ), wave period ( ), and incidence angle ( ) are 1 m, 4 sec, and 30 ∘ , respectively. Figure 6 shows a comparison between the actual and estimated depths at the cross section ( = 40 m). The root mean square errors are 14%. (2) Estimated depths using linear model are overpredicted in shallow water.
Conclusions
(3) The linear model gives a much poorer depth estimate when increasing the wave height from 0.5 m to 3.5 m, proving the need for using the nonlinear model. 
